The first part of this review [77] established that the theoretical development of fibre flow research was founded rather on mid-19th century microhydrodynamics and early 20th century physical and colloid sciences than on fibre flow experiments carried out in the fibre-based process industry.
To facilitate the discussion of the flow mechanisms in fibre suspensions, a measure of the inner geometry is useful. In this work the fibre centre span (number) N cs is used. This measure is defined as the ratio between the fibre length l f and the distance l c , between the closest fibre centres (the midpoints between the fibre ends) when these centres are distributed evenly in space, i.e. N cs ∫ l f /l c (see Figure A2 in Appendix). Its value is given by N cs ª 0.966 (c v r 2 ) 1/3 , were c v is the volume fraction of fibres and r the fibre aspect ratio defined by r ∫ l f /d f , with fibre length l f and fibre width d f . For fibres of technically realistic aspect ratio of 100 one at c v = 1% gets N cs ª 0.966 (c v r 2 ) 1/3 ª 0.966(0.01·100 2 ) 1/3 ª 4.5 [78, 79] .
EXPERIMENTAL, CONTINUED
The advancements in colloid science in the first quarter of the 20th century were of course followed by scientists and engineers in the pulp and paper industry, e.g. through Ostwald [80] . Over the centuries, practical knowledge of the influence of various parameters had been gathered. Paper uniformity was then discussed in terms of fibre type (hardwood, softwood, rags, straw, etc.), stock composition (i.e. fibre mixture), process type (sulphite, Kraft, etc.), consistency (i.e. fibre concentration), degree of grinding, mixing intensity, temperature, contents of alum, bentonite clay, gums (e.g. locust bean and Caraya), etc. The traditional papermaking tool for visually judging the grinding result was the blue glass, a cobalt-stained glass plate on which the fibre suspension was spread out and inspected visually.
The scientific basis for this papermaker knowledge of the effects of pH and alum began to be discussed in scientific terms around 1930 by Boyd Campbell and Yorsten [37] at Canadian Forest Laboratories (later named Paprican). They studied flocculation in very dilute fibre suspensions passed through a screen, and reported electrolytic effects on e.g. the retention of fine material (i.e. fibre debris). In 1935 the papermaker James Strachan (a colourful Scot who also wrote a Methuen monograph about geology [81] ) discussed the relation between degree of beating, the degree of agitation and the fibre dimensions, but also mentions "colloidially active material present in stock solution" as influential [38] . Strachan describes paper formation as "partly settling or sedimentation and partly drainage or filtration. Both sedimentation and filtration are speeded up by flocculation, and the prevention of the latter is an essential feature of an even sheet." He does not, however, state anything explicit about the character of the fibre flow or how the fibre flocs form.
In 1939 John Wollwage [39] at KimberlyClark in Neenah, Wisconsin, published a larger investigation (Steenberg, professor in Paper Technology at KTH knew him well. The number of scientists in paper branch then was very small. All knew each other, and met at the few conferences. Even today this branch is surprisingly small). In the literature review the works of Campbell and Yorsten, Strachan etc. are discussed. Regarding paper formation Wollwage appears to be of about the same opinion as Strachan [loc. cit.] although somewhat more specific. A flocculation tester for studying the flocculation effects of alum, bentonite, temperature, gums, wetting agent, beating, consistency and fibre type was designed, expressly not to imitate paper formation in the paper machine, but to allow reproducible flocculation tests. In the tester consisting of a mixing chamber followed by a vertical 8-foot long 3-inch diameter glass tube, the gradual appearance of flocs was studied by eye and photographically. "Laminar" flow was maintained by keeping the water-based Reynolds' numbers well below 2100. To facilitate observation of the formation of the whitish flocs a black background was used, cf. the blue glass. The standard volumetric fibre concentration c v was kept very low just enough to separate the fibres enough to allow them to reflocculate, thereby permitting the flocculation to be observed. Wollwage thus studied the influence of fibre content between 0.005 and 0.02 %, corresponding to N cs ª 0.8 -1.3, and a marked effect on flocculation was observed. This was interpreted in terms of statistical non-uniformity, rather than due on fibre interaction or in entanglement terms.
In the late 1930's the main actor in fibre flow after WWII made his appearance, viz. Stanley (Stan) G. Mason, later professor in chemistry at McGill University. He started his career under Otto Maass, also chemistry professor at McGill and director of the Canadian Forest Laboratories (born in Brooklyn, one of the all-time most influential professors at McGill.) According to Maass, the industry did not know what it wanted. Therefore, his policy was to employ the most gifted scientists and let them do what they wanted, convinced that they with this independence would come up with something useful for the industry. This policy was learned directly from Maass by Steenberg, the first director of STFI, corresponding institute in Stockholm founded in 1950, and practised there.)
In one of Mason's [82] first publications in 1940 he already displayed the characteristics that would continue to distinguish his work. He had designed an oscillating disc viscometer for measuring the viscosity of ethylene in the critical region, probably a part of Maass' research program. Mason's instruments were always masterfully designed and built, although never entirely new in conception. With these he tested existing theories as well as expanded their experimental basis. A good supply of students and skilled co-operators, e.g. Alan Robertson, carried out the experiments. Mason was also fortunate in having economic support, from both the industry, and the National Research Council of Canada [81] , whose president Edgar Steacie was an influential student and friend of Maass.
In his first central fibre suspension publication in 1948 Mason [83] summarised what he had achieved hitherto and also pointed forward to his work in the 1950s. In the introduction he declares it necessary to clear out 'doubtless erroneous ideas by the term "flocculation" when applied to pulp suspensions'. He continues by describing coagulation in colloidal systems, and concludes that the difference to his fibre systems is that Brownian motion does not play a role. Consequently, the importance of liquid motion for bringing the fibres together is emphasised, followed by a discussion of the motion of individual fibres. Jeffery's 1922 study [40] is not cited directly, but Burgers' 1938 review [49] and Goodeve's [61] 1939 review are included in his reference list, where these earlier works can be found. The studies of Eirich et al. [58, 71] from 1936 and Wollwage [39] from 1939 are also discussed. Here, for the first time, to this author's knowledge, the papermaking process is described in terms of bringing whole fibres together to form fibre flocs, i.e. not just bringing fibre surfaces in contact with each other as the texts of Campbell & Yorsten [37] , Strachan [38] and Wollwage [39] may be interpreted. Consequently, Mason then discussed the effective fibre volume in flow fields by taking the length of the straight fibre as the diameter of a sphere, and finds that for a normal fibre this is about 250 times the fibre volume. "This rotation therefore provides a means whereby the chance of a collision of two fibres is greatly increased" and "if the consistency exceeds 0.13 per cent, the fibres will interfere with one another, and collisions will become inevitable." To what extent he then was aware of the pre-war tradition is not known. The critical concentration and effective volume fraction concepts correspond to similar concepts used by Staudinger [65] to explain the linear dependence of the specific viscosity for homologous series of polymers by using the length of the (according to his unrealistic belief stiff) macromolecule as sphere diameter in Einstein's viscosity formula. In 1931 Eisenschitz [66] discussed the relation between Staudinger's view and Einstein's formula. In the work dated January 1950 [84] Mason was, however, definitely informed about this pre-war history. In this theoretical work Einstein's [12, 17], Jeffery's [40] and Taylor's works are included in the reference list, and Jeffery orbits extensively discussed and calculated by Mason. The result of his as yet unpublished flocculation experiments in a large transparent Couette instrument was reported in Hubley et al. [85] submitted July 20, 1950 . This work can be viewed as an elaboration of Wollwage's work [39] , including automated measurement of the flocculation with a photocell and a somewhat strange flocculation measure. The fibre suspensions used were dilute (ca. 0.03 -0.08 %) suspensions of "fines", i.e. sieved fibre debris of length less than 0.2 mm obtained in the beating process. The motion of the individual fibres is not discussed, but Mason's own work [83] about this is included in the reference list. In a somewhat later work, submitted July 21, 1950, Mason [86] adds "chemical flocculation" to "mechanical flocculation."
According to Steenberg [81] Mason's efficient radius calculations had an important impact on the paper industry practice in the late 1940s and in the 1950s by inspiring the eventual decrease in headbox fibre concentration from about 1 % (N cs ª 4.5) to about 0.1 % (N cs ª 1.8). This led to better paper formation at higher machine speeds if the wire section was lengthened.
Mason [88] , in the series Rheology: Theory and Applications edited by Roland Frederick Eirich. Here it is repeated that fibre flocs are formed through the collision of fibres with direct reference to Smoluchowski [33, 34] and the term crowding coined for it. This idea was in the 1980s extended to higher fibre concentrations with the crowding factor by Kerekes et al. [89] (The author met Mason once, 1980 in Naples [87] . The lasting impression was a huge man. He presented one of his interesting films about particle motion in flow fields. The author could not then see the connection between Mason's and his own work. He still cannot.)
Mason also continued the pre-war tube flow tradition, by Brecht and Heller [7, 8] from 1935, but using rather dilute suspensions to provide general technical interest. One original tube flow experiment, should, however, be commented on since it may distract from the fact that technical fibre suspension are basically non-coherent. Thus, in Forgacs et al. [90] from 1958 the tear strength of a fibre network plug is determined through a modified tear length measurement in a vertical glass tube. Without surfactants such networks, however, have no inner strength. It is the tube wall that keeps the network structure together and gives them its strength. Mason's interest later included blood rheology, i.e. where Eirich had started 1929 under Wolfgang Pauli Sr. [77] . Also here Mason made important contributions.
Later Mason broadened his approach to include colloidal effects. This may have been inspired by Steenberg's fibre flocculation studies in the 1950s, which also incorporated dilute systems (Andersson and Brunsvik [91] , cf. Wollwage [39] ). In 1953 they arranged a one-year exchange between Olle Andersson and Alan Robertson to share knowledge (They even switched apartments, but not wives since both these namely complained that the food was much more expensive than at home, which is logically impossible. They were however both right, because both families insisted on continuing with their homeland dishes). During this year Robertson made a copy of his instrument in Montreal as agreed, but Steenberg could not entice him to do any research with it despite encouragement.
Steenberg's own fibre flow tradition did not rely on the microhydrodynamics, in contrast to Mason's, but instead on the colloidal system tradition, and the technical tradition. His professor Arne Westgren at Stockholm's University (also secretary of the Swedish Academy of Sciences and active in the Nobel Prize Committee from 1926 to 1943) had studied colloidal gold systems in the early 20 th century, and he was proud that his determinantion of Avogadro's number from his thesis was still used and that he was repeatedly cited by Smoluchowski [33] . In the 1940s Steenberg studied papermaking for Walter Brecht in Darmstadt.
Mason died in 1987, Mark in 1992 and Eirich in the 1990s, but Steenberg steams on [92] (or rather limps on due to a bad meniscus, supported by a reversed golf-club because his wife, also 96, thinks he looks old with a stick), at 96 still energetic enough to exhaust his surroundings, including the author, with passionate debates about science and anything. Mason's suspension research was continued by his student Theo van de Ven [93, 94] , now also chemistry professor at McGill University (now with a 20 man group, as he recently at KTH told the author, himself almost a zero man group).
THEORY, CONTINUED
In the first part of this research history [77] , the microhydrodynamic development was followed from its start by Stokes [42] in 1851 to Jeffery [40] in 1921, and sketched a bit further. However, a number of parallel developments also occurred that should be outlined before continuing.
One path went towards higher velocities with initially a so-called paradox presented by Alfred North Whitehead [95] in 1889 (of later philosophical fame together with Bertrand Russel). This was solved by the original Carl Wilhelm Oseen [96, 97] , starting with mathematics in Lund, later professor in theoretical physics at Uppsala University, active in the Swedish Academy of Sciences and the Nobel organisation from 1923 to his death in 1944. The development was continued by his student Hilding Faxén [98, 99] [105] . At the high concentration end, attempts with thin layer theory were later tried, e.g. for rigid spheres by Frankel and Acrivos [106] , and for stiff straight fibres by Batchelor [107] , both from 1967, both based on individual particle motion. In 1979 de Gennes [108] (Nobel Prize in 1991, for application of dimensional methods) tried to model the transition from individual rigid sphere flow to plug flow with percolation theory (The author's experience is that if one affords to homogenise the flow field sufficiently well such transitions take place stepwise with gradually larger flocs through length doublings). The state of the art around 1965 was summarised by Happel and Brenner [109] . With the strong development of rheology in the 1950s corresponding calculations were repeated with non-Newtonian constitutive equations. Because this development less directly concerns fibre flow, we refer to the reference list in some monograph, e.g. by Schowalter [110] .
Not much later, the modern computer development commenced and numerical methods (computational fluid dynamics, CFD) could afford even more complicated cases. The arrival of personal computers brought these simulations to the researchers' desktops. For example, in Kim and Karrila [111] in 1991, results like in Happel and Brenner [ibid.] were reformulated to facilitate computer use. Numerical methods for non-Newtonian liquids were treated in Crochet et al. [112] . The basic idea is, however, principally the same as used already by Stokes in the middle of the 19th century, viz. to solve the flow equation for the continuous phase with the particle surfaces as boundaries.
The first to apply the procedures in Kim and Karrila [ibid.] for flexible fibres (in practice linked rods) seems to have been Klingenberg [113, 114] around the millennium shift, but also at such low fibre concentration that many interesting technical fibre flows are not covered (ca. 0.1 %, giving N cs ª 2, which seems geometrically reasonable judging from the initial non-flocked frame in animation presented in [113] ). Before the computer screen, these animations actually look realistic, but here one is faced with the formidable experimental task how to verify that this really is the case, and not just an impression. As discussed in the Appendix, an entanglement process must take place somewhere between the more or less parallel fibres in wood and the entangled fibres in a paper pulp suspension, but this occurs in the blow tank just after the digesters, and at concentrations of about 30 % (and N cs ª 14), where it is very doubtful if Navier-Stokes' equation is relevant, Figure A4 . For natural fibres a formal CFDapproach is in addition principally impossible since all fibres are individual, with the individual properties unknown and unattainable. Therefore, CFD cannot for principal reasons be the definite solution for technical fibre flows.
This dilemma is the same as in earlier statistical theories for fibre networks, e.g. Meyer and Wahren [115] . Here also the simulated results can be brought into reasonably good agreement with experimental results even though the statistical distribution of the fibres in space is physically impossible to carry out in real systems, and therefore can have nothing to do with the actual formation mechanism. In addition the role of the liquid was here overlooked. The same remark also applies to the voluminous paper formation literature and derived paper mechanical literature, see Deng and Dodson [116] . Nothing is wrong with statistics per se. The principal doubts arise when statistical formation methods are interpreted as physical network formation mechanisms without experimental evidence that they occur in reality, as has been done in the paper formation literature.
More generally, it seems less relevant to define technical fibre flocs in the same way as for chemical flocs. The latter are often defined in terms of unevenness in mass-distribution. In crowded fibre floc systems such variations are small. The flocs are here more structurally defined, as discussed in Björkman [78] . The fibres at the floc boundaries may be more oriented in parallel with the floc surfaces and/or thinnedout compared to within the flocs, thereby creating ready slip planes that encircle and define the fibre floc. It is difficult to see how this network structure of sintered-together fibre flocs, which can be assumed to influence the rheology as well as the mechanical properties of the product, can be obtained by distributing the fibres according to some standard statistics (e.g. Poisson) or as in the CFD-modelling of the formation of a single floc, even if one (as has been done) introduces fibre/fibre attractions. One may of course construct a special fibre flow statistics, but this has to be based on flow mechanistic knowledge and/or experimental results, or what is searched for, i.e. a typical hen-or-egg situation.
THE OVERALL DEVELOPMENT
The main development in fibre flow research, as illustrated in Figure A1 in Part 1 [77] may now be summarised:
i. Fibre flow research started experimentally at the beginning of the 20th century with technical systems. At about the same time a strong development in physical and colloidal sciences took place. An older microhydrodynamic tradition had already established a theoretical tradition for dilute suspensions of non-interacting particles. In the 1920s and 30s this theory was tested for various elongated particles including fibres. The colloidal scientific tradition made its way into the pulp and paper branch in the 1930s, and flow experiments were carried out to test surface chemical effects using non-technically dilute systems. The use of dilute systems was natural due to observational difficulties in technical systems, i.e. white in white. In the late 1940s, after a pause during WWII that displaced the researchers around the world, experiments of this type were resumed and reinterpreted in microhydrodynamic terms, and gradually began to be applied as models for technical fibre flow in for papermaking. ii. As a result a number of skewnesses were introduced in the view of technical fibre flows:
a. The first, most obvious consequence was that technical fibre flow systems theoretically were treated as fibre flow systems instead of fibre floc flow systems. 
AN ALTERNATIVE ATTEMPT
Judging from the literature the author's contributions have not influenced fibre flow research the slightest (with the benefit of sparing him distractions). The only work with which a kinship can be felt is Sigurd Smith's [9, 10], and his work has also had little impact, although it definitely influenced Hollander design towards narrower recirculation time distribution. Unfortunately his work was found too late to assist the author (Steenberg met Smith in the 1940s in general matters. He was then old and Steenberg remembers him as a small and kind man [81] ). The author's ideas were furthermore conceived in biotechnology instead of, as common, in pulp and paper technology. His work may therefore serve as an example of an alternative attempt. Other examples that he is unaware of can probably be found in the literature. The author's involvement in rheological matters started in the 1970s with fungal fermentations and an investigation of a potential food process using the microbial mould Sporotrichum pulverulentum (in cooperation with the late Bengt von Hofsten, microbiologist at Uppsala University). The porridge-like consistency of these non-Newtonian fermentation fluids is caused by the cells, or more specifically is due to the characteristic linear fibre-like hyphal growth. In large industrial fermenters (typically above about 100 m 3 ) this unfavourable rheology causes mixing and mass transfer problems, primarily regarding oxygen that must be supplied continuously due to its low solubility in water by blowing air into the bottom of the mechanically stirred fermenters. A solution would be more dilute fibre systems, but this is economically unrealistic by requiring larger and more expensive fermenters, larger costs for mixing, air compression, etc.
It continued with the penicillin process (in cooperation with a Swedish penicillin producer). Also here the porridge-like consistency due to the microbial fibres resulted in mass transfer problems that prevented the utilisation of the full biological potential of the highly modified strains of the mould Penicillium chrysogenum. A different solution that was considered (in cooperation with a Swedish gas producer) was to use oxygen instead of air, as had been done in biological wastewater treatment plants. This was, however, not without complications since air's nitrogen, although biologically inactive, anyhow is necessary for maintaining the gas flow through the fermenter that strips metabolically produced but inhibiting carbon dioxide. Today this company in the same fermenters produces Clavulanic acid used against penicillin resistant infections, i.e. due to too liberal use of their earlier product! Now the fibre-like growth of the bacterium Streptomyces clavuligerus (about ten times smaller than moulds) causes similar problems.
Actually a small research tradition in fungal fermentation rheology existed with about six original works, Björkman [117, 118] . The earliest, from 1954, in fact also concerned the penicillin process and was by one of its fathers, Ernst Boris Chain [119] (English biochemist of German origin who moved to the U.K. in 1933 for political reason. He shares the 1945 Nobel Prize for the penicillin process with Alexander Fleming and Howard Florey).
In such studies, typically, the rheology is monitored daily during the run (five days for the penicillin process), the rheograms adapted to some standard model (Bingham, OstwalddeWaele, etc.) , the model parameters plotted against fermentation time together with other fermentation parameters like cell volume, fibre morphology, etc. to help identifying eventual parallel developments and simple correlations. Anyone who has made this for fungal fermentations knows that the micro-hydrodynamic models are useless. Stress may go down whilst cell volume goes up or vice versa. It is very evident from the visual appearance of the mycelium (like wetness, fluffiness), filtration properties, etc. that the surface chemistry also plays a role. The rheology of such living material is also very labile. A few minutes outside the fermenter may be sufficient for the consistency to decrease markedly due to oxygen starvation. Some researchers adopt a dilution technique for one and the same sample and manage to get the correlations with cell volume that is necessary for a microhydrodynamic treatment. This is, however, doubtful since also fibre morphology, fibre mechanical properties and fibre surface properties normally change during the fermentation. The same correlation cannot therefore be presumed to be valid for a whole fermentation and is thus of small practical use. Such problems and other led the author to more principal questions regarding flow mechanisms.
Somewhat earlier, in 1974, a first micro-rheological attempt was published by Roels et al. [120] . Here Casson's model developed for printing pigments in ink oil was adapted to mycelial mashes. The dilution technique was used with the so-called turbine rheometry based on Metzner's generalised viscosity concept, which then caused the author [118] and later also Duffy [121] confusion. This concerns central questions in the theoretical treatment of these fibre flow systems, and played a role for the arrangement of the Nordic Rheology Conference at KTH in 2006, hosted by the author.
At the beginning the word fibre just gave the author associations to textiles. It took years before he realised that a special branch existed for fibre flow, to which his suspension could be counted. Perhaps it was the smallness of the mycelial fibres (barely visible by eye under flow) that made a floc approach natural, as in the active sludge process and brewing that also belong to Biochemical Engineering, although a comparison with such chemically flocked systems was later understood to be principally wrong.
When finally the long fibre flow research tradition described earlier in this work was found it came as a surprise that it had to not a small extent been developed at the pulp and paper branch research institute STFI located about 200 metres north of the author's work. And that about 100 metres south, the micro-hydrodynamic tradition of Oseen and Faxén continued at the Mechanics department at KTH (It also took long time before the author realised that Oseen had been physics professor at Uppsala University. Due to his unnatural spelling of Oseen, i.e. not Osén as in Faxén, the author long believed he was British).
Finally, a work was found that contained something that the author had not thought about before, viz. network bulk compression. With the paper branch's long tradition in wet pressing [122] this had worked its way into fibre flow, and a mechanistic model for plug flow been developed at STFI by Moller, Duffy and Titchener [123] in 1973. The author had earlier thought in terms of floc surface changes. One of the authors, Klaus Møller, was still at STFI (he is now at Norske Skog in Halden), but contact with him revealed that they no longer believed in it since the people at Mechanics had told them that it was "unphysical."
There was no reason to doubt their own judgement. But to understand why, the author embarked on a renewed struggle with so-called rational mechanics with works of Truesdell and Toupin [124] , and derived thereof. Although this did not provide a better understanding of fibre flow, it did clarify why such theories are doomed to fail for technical fibre flows. Still today the author thinks that the model of Moller et al.
[ibid.] is fine because it in a simple way captures the essential physics. To what extent "rational mechanics" really is rational may thus be discussed. It was therefore somewhat satisfactory to later read that in the end Truesdell himself was forced to accept that no fundamental restrictions on the strain-energy function, besides those arising from symmetry and frame-indifference, can be obtained just through tensor juggling [125] .
A practical problem concerned the smallness of the mycelial fibres that prevented direct observation of flow details. One effect that was difficult to understand was how the fibre network ruptures could continue to widen after initial rupture, when they were filled just with an inelastic water solution. When later changing to the about ten times larger, more stabile wood fibres much became easier. By arranging the experiments properly it was possible to directly observe the mechanisms by eye (a great advantage compared to molecular systems where indirect methods must be used, with ensuing interpretation ambiguities). This resulted in a 90°-turn from the traditional primarily stretchout view of continuum mechanics to a primarily compressive view, which is natural for these noncoherent fibre floc systems (It gives the author associations, on a scientifically less important level, to Brownian motion where a simple adjustment in view also meant much in understanding and modelling). With this change, many earlier poorly understood phenomena got natural and easily understood explanations, but much of course remains to be explained [5] . The primarily compressive view also fits the flocky character of technical fibre flows better, which in turn gives a better understanding of various rheological phenomena that are difficult to understand with a traditional fibre-based view.
Simultaneously with his severe bout of "rational mechanics" the author's own theoretical work, mainly due to lack of prospective alternatives, limped along the same lines as it had commenced in his early biotechnology literature, i.e. a) Molecular dynamics-like modelling (network deformation, stress chain formation, networks break-up, inertial effects), b) Module suspension theory for network breakdown and flow (network breakdown, flocculated fibre flow), and c) Phenomenological scaling (i.e. dimensional analysis).
The problematic aspects of the "rational mechanics" approach for technical fibre flows will be discussed in next section. In the final section the motives behind the author's approach will be considered further.
GENERAL CONSTERNATIONS
Consternation i. In the paper machine, the headbox is followed by the wire section where the initial dewatering of the pulp suspension takes place, first through gravity and then suction, as in Figure A3 . In the subsequent press section further water is pressed out. If the pressure is applied too hard and/or fast, the damp paper sheet may be crunched in the nip between the press rolls. The italised terms here all express a compressive view. Extensive technical development work has been carried out to avoid this problem (shoe presses, band presses, etc.). Upstream, i.e. in the headbox, the same engineers normally describe the flow of the same fibre suspension in elongational and tearing-apart terms. A mental barrier seems to exist in the wire section, coinciding with the liquids view of the flowing fibre suspensions and the solids view of consolidated paper web built up of sintered-together fibre flocs, i.e. between the first and second picture in Figure A3 . The natural way of eliminating this artificial dichotomy is to extend the primarily compressive view upstream through the entire process.
Consternation ii. A great difficulty in technical fibre flow research is to not relapse into well-drilled fluid dynamics, but keep a more basic level. Almost everyone in the fibre flow field has probably, starting with undergraduate courses, been trained in this way of thinking. That fluid dynamics has been a success story since its early maturing in the middle of the 19th century cannot be denied. Like other systems with all-embracing pretensions (although drastically reduced since then, when Kelvin and other claimed that Helmholtz vortices in the aether constituted nature's basic unit) it has a tendency to attract persons with a flair for formalism. Assured faith may be strength, but certainly not in probing types of research. For a person with roots in another tradition it took time to realise how strangely dogmatic the discussion may be here [117] , and that this may be a reason why substantial theoretical advancements in specific flow fields like technical fibre suspension have been difficult. The basic problem more seems to be an inability/unwillingness to adapt thinking to what the problems demand. One can imagine how far genetic engineers would have come if they insisted on staying at nucleotide level.
Fibre flow theory is full of theories snatched from here and there, often apparently without deeper consideration if they really fit fibre flow systems. For some psychological reason it is more attractive for most of us to spend ridiculous amounts of work mastering complicated theories instead of giving the problem an ab initio try. This attitude may be understandable as long as one hopes to get anything useful out of a still unknown theory and then makes one's best to understand it. This, however, more or less unconsciously also leads to self-indoctrination. Adopting a tradition could also be due to a lack of selfconfidence fostered in ungenerous environments without room for mistakes (typically in examinations), posing basic, simple and stupid questions, coming up with different ideas, etc. It may also have to do with prestige. By enrolling a wellestablished tradition one may hope to get its status and eventual benefits. It can neither be overlooked that researchers often are prisoners of their own disciplines. A fluid dynamics professor can hardly throw his entire subject over board without personal consequences. A research student that does not adapt to his supervisor's program will soon find himself unemployed, adaptive students more often than other succeed their professors and in turn get their students, etc. and soon a century is gone.
The basic problem in the pulp and paper branch instead is HUGE MONEY -few persons. It takes time and inside experience also here to understand how strangely research works in this branch. The author spent about 15 years there, as long as in biotechnology. At its branch research institutes a whim with the right contacts may easily kick off "scientific" projects with budgets in excess of tens of millions (about the same in $ ?). When the project finally has capsized, the next similar project is launched for the same occupational reasons as before. The support from the industry is still there and must be used, but the contributions from the individual companies are too small, a fraction of their large budgets to make them seriously engage in the projects (These conditions have, however, lately started to change with the total globalisation of this industry that has forced their research institutes to develop more into consulting companies.)
Two types of personalities can be found in this industry: a) those, often with roots in small mill communities since generations, with a narrow dedicated interest in pulp-and papermaking, b) those who selected this branch for breadand-butter reasons since here the intellectual competition is smaller and/or money easier to obtain than elsewhere. This has often led to the imagination that this wealth is due to one's own eminence instead of being branch-specific, and a self-sufficiency developed in influential quarters that the author has not met elsewhere. Belonging to this fraternity certainly gives a more comfortable existence than elsewhere but, of course, has a price. For those more interested in scientific development than dancing to the pipes of pompous paper potentates making white smooth sheets even whiter and even smoother, little of this abundance can, however, be fetched. This hypothetical loss is, however, not worth many tears since nothing of general scientific importance has emerged from this economically important but very technical branch.
Consternation iii.
Fluid dynamics and also continuum theory generally on the other hand have the character of an auxiliary "discipline between science and technology" [126] , well reflected in the number of Nobel Prizes (= 0) just to respond to the eternal nagging from these quarters of being unfairly denied it, e.g. von Kármán in his amusing but not wholly reliable biography [126, 127] , Taylor [126] who blamed atomic physicists, etc. up to present time at Mechanics at KTH. What is then overlooked, and also concerns fibre flow, is that modelling a basically particulate reality in evened-out approximate terms for principal reasons cannot per se prove or even describe the underlying mechanisms. Some aerodynamicists [128] withheld that Ludwig Prandtl with his boundary layer theory (1904) came close to this scientific level, but also this theory is basically an approximate method for solving the approximate Navier-Stokes' equation for natural phenomena that were known before, e.g. by Stokes. When Hückel (of Debye-Hückel fame) nominated Prandtl for the Nobel Prize in Göttingen in 1928 the rejection was harsh. It is not sufficient "with a long, energetic and successful activity" that "has not led to any detection or invention of importance" to get it [129] . According to Anders Bárány at the Nobel Museum in Stockholm (personal communication 2007) Jeffery in 1945 nominated his friend Taylor, who had not even invented his own vortices. The same applies to the boasting Kármán who was never even nominated [ibid.]. Paper technologists would never dream about it because just the idea is so absurd. Since money here is no problem, they instead institute their own huge prize to flatter themselves with. For fluid dynamicists it is, however, extra difficult to understand since a number of great scientists (Einstein, Smoluchowski, Heissenberg, etc.) have started in their field and later got it. Mathematically so close but anyhow so far, so-to-say, it is then overlooked that it was just this abandon that allowed them to make their path-breaking contributions.
One can easily imagine how flight theory would have looked like if fluid dynamics had started in the paper technology, and pulps suspensions instead of Newtonian fluids had become the norm. To consider this, in Figure A3 replace the fibres with airplanes. A first problem with this pulp flight theory is that it is impossible to land because the underlying planes blocks ground. This is easily fixed by introducing a concentration-dependent non-interaction factor. Furthermore, earthquake-like conditions do not normally prevail during landing. This is easily adjusted by introducing a de-mixing length inversely proportional to the distance to the ground. The vertical winds that in the model blows into earth is another problem with this theory. A genial solution here is to add an imaginary variable wind that blows out of it. If, in addition, the magnitude of this wind at the ground is allowed to differ from the wind blowing in, then the theory may also include crash landing etc. ad infinitum, but fundamentally this is not any less bizarre than many of the fibre-based fibre flow theories.
Consideration iv.
Another principal problem with "rational mechanics," i.e. continuum theory including fluid dynamics, which understandably is not discussed in its literature, is its cumbersome style filling the pages with large formulae. This tiring style may well have contributed to the lengthy five years it took to detect Einstein's trivial miscalculation [17], after passing unnoticed by the dissertation committee, referees of the renowned Annalen der Physik, until finally the experimentalist Bancelin [15] realised that something was wrong. This happened in spite of Einstein's fame and wide readership. Apparently no one had managed to scrutinise the text sufficiently carefully even though it just contained standard calculations. Readers probably assumed that someone else had done it (at least the referee) and then just let their eyes slide over the pages. When finally Einstein was informed by Bancelin, it seems that not even he could stand the gruelling task of rereading the old text but asked a Herr Hopf for assistance, freeing himself for more stimulating tasks (e.g. playing the violin).
The mathematical style itself cannot, however, be the whole reason since in Book 2 Section IX of Principia (1687) Newton with fluid dynamic means calculated the circulation times around the axis in the flow that we today would call Newtonian Couette flow. The goal was to show that Descartes' theory that the planets were driven around the sun by vortices in the aether did not conform to Kepler's 3rd law, contrary to his own gravitational theory. Newton, however, made the mistake that we all have made both once and twice, viz. by applying a force balance instead of a torque balance. In this case the text contains not a single equations, not even a symbol, just a figure and simple geometric reasoning by word. It then took 150 years before Stokes detected the mistake [130] . Few books were more famous at this time and during the intermediate period it was read and discussed by the period's foremost natural philosophers, and the many mistakes in the hastily conceived first edition corrected in the second edition in 1719 with the help of some of them, e.g. Leibniz and Johann Bernoulli. Later also such eminent researchers as Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, etc. thoroughly studied the work. During this period it was also translated to English and other languages by highly competent persons, e.g. to French by Émilie du Chastellet (Voltaire's life-companion). But still after Stokes had reported the mistake Principia's Swedish translator, the astronomy professor Carl Charlier at Lund University, after nearly after 250 years in 1932 neither had heard about the mistake nor detected it. Now Charlier may perhaps be excused for focusing on his own field in Book 1, and also taking for granted that such a famous text after so many years had been checked both length-and crosswise from every conceivable point of view to not be on his guard.
Against these examples it should not be too surprising if mistakes in scientifically less important fields like fibre flow theory may remain unobserved for very long periods. On the contrary one may rightly ask how many in them still are hiding in the voluminous microhydrodynamic texts that few (if any) except the authors has managed to penetrate thoroughly.
But even a found and reported mistake will live on just because it is the original work that is primarily referred to in later works and this is temporarily unconnected with the later published errata. In Einstein's case the errata is so well known and in later reference lists normally attached to the original reference, partly he was humble enough to write one himself (and later also Bancelin) and therefore easily can be appended to the original reference, and partly probably also because Einstein after all is Einstein. But if these conditions have not been fulfilled one should not be too certain that it had been so well known, as Newton's mistake gives an example of. These two errors were, however, easily corrected with short statements. The case becomes much more complicated when a whole view needs to be adjusted, e.g. from vortices to atoms, from fibre flow to fibre floc flow, etc. Then it becomes more like turning a super-tanker, not to say a paper machine.
Consternation v.
The two errors also show that people, understandably, do not read such texts, as they are expected/assumed to do. Everyone who has written such odes [78, 118] knows that they are much more stimulating to write than to read, in about the same way as most find it easier to talk than to listen. Talking can be made more or less automatically by moving the lips, while to listen or read, i.e. taking in information, the brain must be activated.
The author once forced himself to read such a text as carefully as one is assumed to do since its author's claim that his theory also applied pulp suspensions could not be ignored, Batchelor [107] . It was, however, soon found that it was pure fantasy without the slightest connection with technical fibre flows. It could not be denied that if one manually places straight stiff sticks in parallel, this theory may be applicable for very small deformations. But this inner deformation geometry does not resemble that found in technical fibre flows, and the author knows no other fibre flows than the technical that motivate their study. The belated mathematics in such works (mainly of 19th and 18th century type) definitely does not. If one turns the leaves in the latest numbers of journals in a mathematical library it is easy to see that modern mathematics has a different character. Hopefully, it is among these, for the author unintelligible texts, that a more transparent and elegant formulation of fibre flow theory one day will be found.
The main problem with such fantasy fibre flow theories, however, is that it is normally not too difficult to bring them in agreement with experimental result for real technical fibre flows. The primary reason for this is that they (normally starting with the basic flow equations together with the boundary and initial conditions of the problem to give an impression of a solid scientific foundation) must be drastically simplified before evaluation and comparisons with experimental results. Not much more remains than could have been obtained more easily through dimensional analysis in combination with that the macro flow experimental results for these complex fibre flow systems for thermodynamics reasons, normally just consist of curves smoothly varying with the parameters, e.g. the fibre content. (The author met Batchelor once, when in the middle of the 1990s he received an honorary doctorate at Mechanics -probably well earned, but definitely not for his fibre flow theory -and afterwards gave a lecture. From Paper Technology Steenberg and the author attended. Batchelor gave a strangely dry and stiff impression, reading from a stack of tightly handwritten cards. Some years later one could read in his obituary in his own creation Journal of Fluid Mechanics that he in later years suffered from Parkinson's disease. This may have contributed to the stiff impression. After the lecture some words were changed, and Steenberg told him that he had spent a whole summer in the 1950s carefully reading his book about homogeneous turbulence from 1953. Batchelor said "Really" and that he was impressed. The author too, who has managed only to turn over its leaves).
Consternation vi.
Let us now be optimistic and assume that three years are needed for an experimentalist to get sufficiently into continuum theory to be able to make a qualified judgement about the suitability of a specific microhydrodynamic model for technical fibre flow systems. Let us then ask how long it takes for a theoretician to learn basic facts about technical fibre flows. No, a bit longer, perhaps 30 minutes. I Ground Course: a) Take six sheets of ordinary white copying paper of, say, about 80 g/m 2 , and tear them into stamp-sized pieces, b) Put them in a bowl, and fill with about 3 litre hot water from the tap. c) Run a household mixer at highest speed for about 15 minutes and Simsalabim! there you have an about 1.5% fibre suspension, d) Take a floc from the bowl and put it in a glass with water. Gently swirl the glass and observe how swiftly the floc separates into fibres. e) Pour a portion in and bottle, shake it, roll it, etc. while observing the flocky character of the flow. I Advanced Course: a) Make a similar suspension from coloured copy paper. b) Take a coloured floc and put in the bottle with white flocs. c) Shake it gently and observe how the coloured fibres spread to all white flocs even though the flow meanwhile is always flocky. These two fibre suspensions may be diluted, concentrated (squeeze out water between the fingers), etc. and stored for further experimentation. The author hereby institutes the following Natural Law: No theoretician who has read the above, from now on publishes fantasy theories about fibre flow.
Consternation vii. The two classical errors above furthermore indicate that continuum thinking and physical thinking take place in well-separated regions of the brain: an abstract/mathematical part and a physical/corporal part. Some psychologists claim that it is impossible to focus on two thoughts simultaneously. For fibre flow theory it would mean that it is difficult to keep both the mathematical and physical aspect constantly in mind. We all have limited intellectual resources and time at disposal, and before unknown problems first tend to place the eggs in a well-known basket. This might have been a reason why Einstein practiced a formal but unphysical thinking in 1917 with his failed wing profile design [117] (If he took this consultancy work for LVG (=Luftverkehr-gesellschaft) for pleasure or money is not known. His first popular article about flight must have been written for fun, but times were troubled in Germany with inflation and his family was in Switzerland. His letters from this period contains a lot about currency and money transfer matters [131] . These problems ought to have eased when he, through Oseen's intervention, finally got his Nobel Prize in 1922 -for the year 1921, Bohr got it for 1922 -and gave it to them. Besides this, however, few scientists appear to have a more developed skill in keeping many scientific balls in the air. This simultaneity capacity may well have been trained through his music playing).
Consternation viii.
Fibre flow theory's cumbersome style also appears to consume so much mental energy that little is left over for basic logic. For a person used to microbiology and biochemistry with their often complicated logical schemes, the fluid dynamicists' approach, i.e. not just in fibre flow, often gives a plain and linear impression. Typically, one starts with what is presumed to be the appropriate language (i.e. the fluid dynamic since the system consists of a continuous liquid and dispersed solid phase), makes the appropriate adaptations of the flow equations to the problem, makes a series of mathematically necessary simplifications (often disguised in a physical/mechanistic terms) and finally carries out some further simplification necessary for experimental evaluation (normally comparisons with literature data). If this is not sufficient the model is elaborated and the process repeated until a sufficient good quantitative agreement has been achieved (i.e. normally possible for reasons discussed above). Since quantitative modelling generally is regarded as a more advanced form of modelling than qualitative modelling, the goal is declared reached and one leans back satisfied.
But, the accepted scientific approach of an unknown complex system (social, political, biological, medical, microbiological, biochemical, etc.) is not through rubbery quantitative models but through critical experiments, i.e. welldefined statements that can be falsified. For example, Atoms do not exist, Macromolecules do not exist, and Macromolecules are stiff all proved to be wrong but anyhow promoted important scientific advancements.
With such a qualitative start an initial focusing on relevant factors is automatically achieved. During this qualitative phase also relevant questions about the purpose of the theory come in, and important fundamental question about what the theory should be based on parameters can be measured. If a parameter never can be evaluated experimentally (the geometry or mechanical properties of the individual fibre) the question arises if it should be included at all in theoretical connections (cf. quantum mechanics). In many technical fibre flows, a very advanced theory is meaningless just because its sophistication can never be fully utilized to the exactness with experiments ever can be performed. Applying Mach's philosophy of science as informational economy, a correspondence between the level of sophistication of the theory and its application ought to exist. For atomic systems where very detailed experimental results are available (i.e. various spectra) very sophisticated models (quantum mechanical) may be appropriate. For systems like fibre flows, develop microhydrodynamic theories on such levels of sophistication when even mixing of identical fibres results in very heterogeneous floc systems appears meaningless, philosophically as well as practically. For the technically uninteresting individual particle flow case of dilute suspensions, a higher level of sophistication may be appropriate but for technical fibre flows the theoretical challenges are located on another plane.
After this qualitative phase has been reasonably worked through, and this may well be the larger part of the work, it may be time to start with a more linear quantitative logic. One cannot, as has been made in fibre flow theory, jump over the first phase without the risk of landing totally wrong. Another, philosophically fully acceptable approach is to treat the phenomena purely empirically, but then this should be stated clearly and continuously kept in mind. Fortunately, the experimental results, however, remain what they are.
Consternation ix.
The author thus cannot find that "rational mechanics" has contributed the slightest to his understanding of fibre flow. Its main role more seems to be to offer a formalism with which it is possible to analyse various phenomena through applying Newtonian mechanics and a few basic responses (elastic, plastic and viscous and their time-effects) in more complicated situations, i.e. basically smeared-out springs and dashpots in 3-D. For principal reasons it cannot, however, itself prove underlying mechanisms more than Newton's theory can explain what gravitation is (Although accepting the greatness of Principia, both Leibniz and Johann Bernoulli regarded attraction by distance as philosophically void, and Newton agreed. In a letter to Richard Bentley he called it a "so great an absurdity that I believe no man, who has in philosophical matter a competent faculty of thinking, can ever fall into it" [132] , and in a letter to Robert Boyle he made some lame attempts with varying pore sizes in the aether -an idea that was much discussed in the middle of the 18th century -but then gave up [133] . It could be discussed if the question became less philosophically void after Einstein's contribution, and he himself appears to not have been overwhelmed, saying that he was ready to give up the whole theory if one single experiment contradicted it).
The most important scientific contribution of rational mechanics according to the author is to have directed the searchlight on the formulation of constitutive equations. Without an intuitive feeling for this it is easy even for very sharp thinkers to get involved in confused debates.
Consternation x.
The need of more advanced flow theories for the technical development of fibre-based processes, e.g. paper technology, should, however, not be over-valued. Such advancements follow their own technical course through interaction between the paper producer, the machine manufacturer and the market. In this development it is normally the effect upon the product properties that are evaluated and related to process changes. To sort out an influence of fibre flow from this tangle may not be easy, or even impossible. Although often draped in scientific terms the interpretation of such process experiments often more has the character of connoisseurship and/or papermakers' knowledge. In this development process even doubtful ideas about paper formation (e.g. Mason's), may play a positive role just by inspiring inventors and development engineers to come up with new technical solutions that in the end are evaluated against paper quality. In such a context also the unavoidable variations of the raw material in most natural fibre-based processes can be included. According to the author, the really rational way of handling such problems is empirically and in close connection with the industrial process.
What could anyhow be hoped for regarding fibre flow theory is that this creative process is accelerated with a realistic view about the flow mechanisms, e.g. that fibres flow in flocs and not individually, and perhaps also the loose character of technical fibre suspensions that in turn makes a primarily compressive view natural (e.g. that the flocs are pressed apart in the headbox, not torn apart).
RECOMMENDATIONS
Science owes more to the steam engine than steam engine owes to Science.
L J Henderson (1917)
The development engineers in the fibre branches will always be more expert in developing their processes than the author. Therefore, in line with the above quotation of a physiologist/philosopher, the author's primary interest has never been to introduce science into technology but try to extract something scientifically interesting from the technologies.
The mini-course in pulp making above was adopted from the instructions in papermaking for children. Even they can thus easily see that the flow units consists fibre flocs, and that these have no sharp boundaries and also vary in size.
This directly rules out a microhydrodynamic flocbased CFD approach with its demand of welldefined boundaries. The response of such fibre flocs more has the character the atoms' electron clouds with their diffuse boundaries, which suggests molecular dynamics (MD). For a limited number of flocs a MD-like approach has proved to useful for studying the initiation of stress chain formation, "turbulence damping", uncertainty relations, etc. in crowded floc systems, Björkman [78] . The use of MD or similar techniques for dense suspensions is also well known from the literature [134] . For larger fibre floc systems MD, however, is marred by about the same drawbacks as CFD, viz. difficult to apply for full technical systems with individual flocs. For fibre flow systems the situation is further complicated by the fact that the flocs not only deform but also continuously split and fuse, and that also some fibres are free-swimming in the streaks between the flocs. Just to geometrically describe a stationary crowded floc system is almost as difficult as describing the inner geometry of a single fibre floc, see Appendix. To realistically describe the flow geometry of real technical fibre flow systems will consequently be even more difficult, i.e. in practice impossible. Some symbolic representation therefore becomes necessary.
While thus on one hand a fibre-based microhydrodynamic approach is too close-sighted, a "rational mechanics" continuum approach on the other hand is too long-sighted to help understanding the behaviour of these systems. Some intermediate structural level must obviously be selected. The author fully subscribes to Mach's philosophy of science as informational economisation, i.e. an idealised view that contains the essential and, when required, is further specified. A few imagined critical experiments then lead in a reasonable direction for technical fibre flow systems:
1. Are the fibres free-flowing? No. The floc approach then becomes natural. 2. Are the flow properties independent of the chemistry? No. It has since long been known (ca. 2000 years) that the chemistry is as important as the flow aspect (in form of e.g. the dependence on volume fraction of fibres). 3. Can fluid dynamics account for both effects?
No. 4. Can chemistry alone account for both effects? No.
5. Are these two fields unrelated? No. Both can be expressed in thermodynamics terms. Many, especially in fluid dynamics, appear to be unaware of the development in themodynamics since the 19th century, and which has resulted in a number of Nobel Prizes, e.g. Onsager's in 1968 and Prigogine's in 1977, and that chemistry was introduced in thermodynamics by Gibbs already in the late 19th century. Regarding the integration of flow and thermodynamics two alternatives exist:
1. To introduce thermodynamics in flow theory. 2. To introduce flow theory in thermodynamics. The first approach was worked out by Coleman and Noll in the 1960's by gluing thermodynamics on "rational mechanics" with the help of the Gibbs-Duhems inequality (also named ClausiusDuhem), see e.g. Astarita et al. [135] . The result, the so-called rational thermodynamics, from the author's point is marred by the same draw-backs as rational mechanics itself, viz. a theoretical sophistication (functionals, complicated derivatives, histories, etc.) beyond practicality, an almost unlimited flexibility that offers little of practical guidance when searching underlying mechanisms, etc.
The second approach was initiated by Onsager in 1931 [46, 47] with irreversible thermodynamic (i.e. well after the maturation of quantum mechanics). After WWII the Belgian thermodynamic school with Ilya Prigogine (an admirer of Boltzmann who to some extent fulfilled Boltzmann's main ambition of becoming physics' Darwin [136] ) made independent contributions and e.g. created the concept dissipative structures. In the 1960s, the relation between Onsager's and Prigogine's approaches was cleared out in the modern Hungarian thermodynamic school of István Gyarmati [53] . Especially the classical field theories (including fluid dynamics) were worked into the irreversible thermodynamics framework. For example, it was shown by Verhás [52] in 1967 that the Navier-Stokes' equation follows from Onsager's principle of least dissipation of energy, a result of special interest for fibre flow. Furthermore, the integral (i.e. variational) principles of irreversible thermodynamics were cleared out and related to similar earlier established principles (Least action, Hamilton), and unified field theory and a universal variational principle was developed. With this, the classical irreversible thermodynamics (CIT) was rounded off around 1970.
Rational thermodynamics' way of introducing thermodynamics has been criticised from irreversible thermodynamics quarters, e.g. the use of the Gibbs-Duhem´s inequality. On the other hand CIT has been criticised by the rational mechanists, for e.g. utilizing yet unproved basic concepts. Truesdell [137] pointed out "If the reciprocal relations are true, it must be possible to derive them by purely phenomenological means also." It is not always easy for a non-specialist to judge the arguments of the foremost experts in respective fields. What, however, even a nonexpert can observe is that CIT has been recognised through a number of Nobel Prizes, which has not been bestowed upon the "rational" side. It is here, of course, not prize itself that is important but the careful nomination process. If a new important idea in physics or chemistry occurs, the chance that it shall be overlooked is small. That the Nobel prize, now over 100 years old, never have been offered "rational thermodynamics" (including fluid dynamics) in turn now over about 150 years old, therefore indicates something fundamental. This coincides with the author's experience in fibre flow, viz. it offers means for describing but no deeper insights than evenedout space-distributed springs and dashpots.
Oseen played an important role in the nomination process for the physics prize from 1923 to his death in 1944 through his central position in the Swedish Academy of Sciences and Nobel Committee for Physics. He, as well as others, took the prize nomination task very seriously and spent enormous amounts of work on the evaluation of the nominated candidates. The world of physics at that time (like of paper technology research even today) was really small. The limited number of researchers involved all met at only a few conferences and developed personal relations, Figure 1 . Oseen thus personally knew all the pioneers in atom physics like Planck, Einstein, Sommerfeld, Born, etc, and helped Niels Bohr with his model ("the most beautiful" according to Oseen) through positive criticism to clear out contradictions with Maxwell's equations, and also helped him personally in his academic career. Oseen was a strong supporter of the new physics, which he understood well and gave his support in Nobel connection, although he became less enthusiastic about the development its mathematics took, e.g. in quantum mechanics, where he could no longer feel at home and participate in the debate with the type of mathematics he excelled in.
Oseen was also very well informed and interested in the advancements in hydrodynamics, and personally knew the central researchers. He corresponded with Prandtl between 1914 and 1919 (with a pause during WWI when Prandtl did not have time due to his war engagements) to clear out the similarities and differences between their respective approximations of an approximation, i.e. Oseen's linearization and Prandtl's boundary layer approaches, respectively. Prandtl had problems with Oseen's mathematics, which is understandable since it is in the same voluminous style that has persisted from Navier's day up to present time. Oseen is therefore not easy to get perspective on. His student Faxén finished his thesis work (in the same style) at Prandtl's department in Göttingen, writing to Oseen that the lectures there were slow, elementary and boring compared to Uppsala's [129] , which is confirmed by the witty Kármán [127] . Prantdl agreed that Oseen's theory was superior in predicting the drag of submerged objects, but held that his own approach was more practical for aerodynamics.
This debate, of course, was scientifically extremely uninteresting compared to what was going on elsewhere in physics and chemistry [129] . In 1927 Oseen, in a last reverence to his own old field in the preface of his book [97] stated about its content slow viscous motion, that "Durch die Kolloidchemie hat dieses Gebiet der langsamen Bewegungen wissenschaftligen Bedeutung bekommen", but had himself already a decade earlier found a new and more exciting field, viz. liquid crystals and anisotropic liquids, which in fact is closer to technical fibre flow systems than microhydrodynamics, if the liquid crystal molecules are substituted by the fibre flow's dissipative structures, i.e. the fibre flocs.
Also here Oseen's contributions were original, his mathematical style remaining as voluminous as ever. Also Svedberg in Uppsala now took part in this very active field with electric conductivity investigations. Oseen's interest centred on the inner structure in relation to physical properties (density variations, optical properties, polarisation, etc.) [138] . The two main theories then were Max Born's dipole theory (with connections with paramagnetism) and Oseen's cell-based potential theory. Some of his liquid crystal works, however, also dealt with flow [139] (just to remind the reader that there are many other alternatives in rheology than the rational mechanical) and thermodynamics [140] , where he tried to relate the observed structure to free energy (rather than the other way round, as was done in "rational mechanics" by Eriksen and other in the 1960s But when the aether winds finally had abated both in the macro-and micro-cosmos, after a last puff at Mount Wilson in 1925, the scientific interest in hydrodynamics at the physics department evaporated, and was replaced by the new physics. In Sweden a new very successful generation of physicists was installed at the universities with the help of Oseen (Manne Siegbahn in Uppsala coming from Lund and Oskar Klein in Stockholm, starting 15 years old under Arrhenius, who later sent him to Perrin in Paris but was forced due to the break-out of WWI, after the war he got in contact with Bohr, and was emeritus when the author studied theoretical physics there in the early 1970s). After this the hydrodynamic research continued within the specialities at the universities as it had been done before (from duBuat in hydraulics over Navier in shipbuilding to Prandtl in flight, in Sweden with Bjerknes father and son in Stockholm and Oslo with meteorology, Vagn Walfrid Ekman in Lund with oceanography, Carl-Gustaf Rossby in Stockholm and US with atmospheric research, etc.). For more substantial substances rheology had in the meantime also been established by Bingham [141] in the 1920s, where the structural level of modelling could be selected more freely.
Faxén after his thesis in 1921 [98] wandered before he finally landed a purely educational professor's chair in Mechanics at KTH in 1935, lecturing first year classes in classical mechanics but not allowed to go deeper into flow than to Bernoulli's equation. Only pedagogical texts of his hand have been found after the 1920s. This is, however, not unusual since the main task of KTH has always been to produce engineers in spite of a long tradition (going back to Christoffer Polhem's Laboratorium Mechanicum in 1696). Only after the educational reforms of the 1950s, regular research education and therefore regular research was taken up at KTH. Faxén's flow results went into monographs like Happel and Brenner [109] , Kim and Karrila [111] . (Steenberg knew his colleague very well since the 1930s. They used to ski together until Faxén was so old that he could hardly stand on the skies. Coming from the north, his name being derived from the river Faxälven, a small, kind and helpful man, and judging from his appearance with a good portion of Lappish blood in his veins.)
But living fossils (Ginko, Latimeria, etc.) may be remarkably tough, and in the 1950s it livened up again at KTH when an engineer wrote a doctorial thesis about hydroplanes without even mentioning the word viscosity, and with this became hydrodynamics professor at Mechanics. Now reduced to a neither nor, "a discipline between science and technology" [126] , a useful tool when applicable but when not, i.e. where science starts, standing in the way for theoretical advancements in other technologies due to its still too large pretensions (explaining flight with Bernoullis' equation, telling Geoff Duffy and Klaus Møller that their model is unphysical, etc.) in about the same way as a century earlier telling physics that it was unphysical.
Next phase in the development of CIT, foreseen by Gyarmati [53], was an extension and generalisation of CIT to non-linear and non-local equilibrium conditions. The resulting theory EIT, from Extended Irreversible Thermodynamics, is still under development, and from the author's point of view not wholly unproblematic. It is obviously easier to write thick monographs over any subject than coming up with a new original idea, and already a heap of thick EIT monographs exist. If "rational mechanics" is cumbersome, EIT is even worse, and in addition on much higher level of abstraction. A stress can at least be imagined, but what about generalised thermodynamic potentials, a generalised entropies, etc? It becomes almost mandatory to adopt a formalistic way of thinking that is less easy to directly relate to technical fibre flows. To get into EIT sufficiently well to obtain an intuitive impression if it contains something principally new besides CIT that is useful for fibre flow would probably demand some years. For a person, who already has wasted a too large part of his only life on "rational mechanics" the prospect of a repetition does not appears too attractive. He therefore again takes advice of a great scientist, viz. the indestructible Einstein after his flop as airplane designer in 1917:
1. He firstly explained it as "the failure of a man who thinks much but reads little." 2. He later blamed "folly of youth" (he was 38 years in 1917). It would of course have been a misuse of time to harrow texts of Prandtl and von Mises instead of developing his own theories. Now, very few, without making fool of them, may claim to have such a valuable scientific time, but the author has at least found one field where he is on a par, viz. the ability to be stupid. To blame mistakes made before today as folly of youth is a good idea that the author therefore directly adopts, especially after having taken his first habit to his heart (Apparently, the greatness of great scientists, and other cultural summits, shall not be taken too personally. Just a few millimetres outside the field where they have earned their greatness badge they may be completely in the blue. Thus Part 2 of Principia, which deals with flow matters including a flight theory, is largely wrong [142] , not to speak about Newton's voluminous writings about chemistry and religion. It is easier to understand their achievements as the result of a series of favourable coincidences, including their parents meeting, that regularly occur. How many Newtons have been lost because of wrong time and wrong place? Probably hundreds of thousands, or even more. What they seem to have in common is a daring mind and not being afraid of making fools of them. -Negative results, or what at present is regarded as wrong tracks, are however seldom reported in the branch literature, besides in history of sciences, and the interest and/or the knowledge of them among the present active researchers are generally negligible. It ought to be larger, to avoid taking such theories for more than what they are, and also often were also intended to be taken by their creators).
Thus, making a number of dives into the EIT literature at places that seem relevant, the author has tried to see if EIT contains anything principally new beyond CIT that is useful for fibre flow. The extension of CIT seems primarily be motivated by a number of limitations [143] . The most important are: a) Local equilibrium requirement, b) Linearity between fluxes and forces, c) High frequency behaviour, e.g. sound, d) Problem with unlimited velocities for heat conduction according to Fourier's law. Besides the development of EIT itself, which is more of internal EIT interest, a lot development work concerns verifying that EIT correctly relates to various established fields. Particularly for flow and rheology, this often takes the form of generalising linear models like Newtonian and Hookean in CIT and the models of rational mechanics like ReinerRivlin. This is, however, not directly what the author is looking for, since it would mean a return to continuum thinking.
What these attempts, however, together indicate, if the author has understood it correctly, is that the principles of irreversible thermodynamic (both in CIT and EIT) with increasing certainty have been demonstrated to apply for an increasing number of traditional models. The central principle in irreversible thermodynamics according to Gyarmati [53] is Onsager's principle of least dissipation of energy. Therefore, we may lay the tested models aside and directly rely on this principle when creating totally new models. That CIT is based on cellular thermodynamic equilibrium thus possibly excludes very fast processes, e.g. explosions and similar. Although technical fibre flow may be fast, some observation indicates that they at least do not approach those speeds. The author therefore has selected to stay within CIT, until eventually EIT will prove to be necessary. The reasons for this choice are mainly the following two:
1. In early biotechnology time the author in one of his first attempts to understand fibre flow made a transparent cup for his Haake RV2 viscometer (rotating bob and stationary cup, discrete speed setting, the two highest being 512 and 724 rpm). Since a flickering impression normally occurred at the highest speed(s) that was difficult to understand due to the high speed, electronic flash photographs were taken (exposure time about 1/10000 s). The developed frames, to the author's surprise, all showed perfect straight Taylor vortices, [118, 144] . Probably due to difficulties in aligning the homemade cup precisely, the vortices had been constantly rearranging, but too fast to be caught by the eye. This experiment was repeated many times, and nearly always perfect vortices were obtained. The author's interpretation is that the durations of rearrangements (primarily due to the very small compressibility of both liquid and fibres) were much shorter than the duration of stationary periods caught by the camera, which in turn were too short to be observed by eye (If they had been of equal long, half of the photographs would have shown rearranging skew vortices). The bob radius was about 1 cm, which with 724 rpm gives a linear velocity of about 0.76 m/s, or an approach velocity between flocs of 0.76/√2 ≈ 0.54 m/s in an ideal shear flow field. The velocity of sound in water is about 1500 m/s. The molecular processes thus are much faster that the duration of the stationary vortices. Local thermodynamic equilibrium can therefore be assumed to prevail, at least under the stationary periods. For the large Couette system used for pulp fibres [78] , about ten times larger, such rearrangements of vortices were much slower due to the thousand times larger inertia of liquid masses involved. The velocity of the molecular transport processes, of course, remains the same. These systems therefore, to an even higher degree, ought to be in local equilibrium. In a paper machine the speed may go up to 3000 m/min = 50 m/s, and the smallest dimension are some centimetres (the jet height) i.e. still far from the molecular speed. 2. The author's theory, named the module suspension theory, primarily aims at stationary conditions, i.e. when fast transitions and eventually non-local equilibrium conditions, have been passed.
For technical fibre flow system reality is what it is, i.e. heterogeneous and impossible to describe in detail (even with the help of super-computers).
The basic theoretical challenge instead consists of symbolically representing this non-ideality economically in Mach's sense. One such attempt is the module suspension theory. We will not describe this theory in detail here, but focus upon why it has got its form. Its state around the millennium shift can be found in [78] . That the modules of this theory may give association to actual fibre flocs should not distract from the fact that their primary role is to get the algebra correct in this basically abstract theory. For example, real fibre flocs are continuously splitting and fusing even when the external kinematics is constant, while the modules in the model make this only when the external conditions change. In real systems the clearance between the flocs are diffuse and uneven, but in the theory well-defined, etc. In dilute suspension flow theory the interaction between the particles and the liquid determines the stress, i.e. the distance between the particles does not matter for the total stress level more than determining the number of dissipating units per unit volume (In practice the effect of all particles, directly or indirectly, must of course reach the instrument walls to give a concentration-dependence of viscosity. If the interaction cannot reach a neighbouring particle, as in Einstein's derivation of his viscosity formula, it can certainly, on average not reach the even more distant located apparatus walls, which excludes any concentration dependence, i.e. another of fluid dynamics' many home-made "paradoxes"). The conditions in a crowded fibre floc system are just the opposite, i.e. it is entirely the clearance between the flocs in combination with the relative floc motion that determine total stress. The floc concentration in these crowded systems is determined by the magnitude of the flocs, and this changes with kinetic conditions. The relative velocities of neighbouring floc surfaces depends on how the flocs deform, which in turn depends on their stiffness and their form, and may vary between pure rolling and pure kneading. One function of the modules is to catch this complex deformation geometry, see the 2-dimensional example in Figure 2a . Like for the individual fibres discussed in the Appendix, the absolute size of the flocs is of less relevance in stress generation connections, than their magnitude relative to the vessel [5] . A simple example of how the modules may develop through division/fusion and shrinking/swelling is also illustrated in Figure 2a . The resulting stress for the entire system is then obtained by solving the algebraic equation system for the force and torque balance of the modules for given boundary conditions.
Let us now study the possibilities of such a module system to respond: 1) under non-inertial conditions, and then 2) when inertial forces also have to be accounted for.
1. The module system described in Fig. 2a can respond to a change in external kinematical conditions in three ways; through splitting/fusing, through shrinking/swelling or through a combination of these. If the different alternative results in different total dissipation rate the alternative with the lowest dissipation rate is thermodynamically preferred. This behaviour results in an overall pseudoplastic behaviour as is also described in [78] . It should, however, also be observed that bifurcations may exist leading to hysteresis phenomena, as the MD modelling examples and the different types of Taylor vortices in [78] show. Such effects may eventually also be caught by the module theory. In these two hysteresis examples the effect, however, was due to the inertia that has to be accounted for at higher speeds. 2. As in the non-inertial flow regime, it is not believed that just one inertial effect is acting in these systems. The basic mechanism of course is caused by inertia itself, i.e. the tendency to oppose changes in velocity, or here a tendency to smooth out floc motion as
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Applied Rheology Volume 18 · Issue 3 described in [78] . A secondary inertial mechanism is the inertial impulse transfer through the plastic/elastic floc collisions. The combination of these two effects is demonstrated in the Taylor vortices examples in [78] . A hypothetical collision mechanism in a wall region in a linear shear flow system with crowded flocs is schematically shown in Figure 1b . On average the flocs in the outer floc zone are bumped outwards by other flocs just because they are outermost therefore receive more pushing action from inside (i.e. the opposite to surface tension). In the figure a floc is assumed to be bumped out from the bulk shear flow region due to internal plastic/elastic collision with underlying flocs, collides with the wall and bounces back to the bulk region, where it exerts an inward pressure on the central zone. It should be taken into account that the collision against a solid wall is stiffer than against the flocs at the edge of the bulk region, i.e. the floc decreases less in speed in the collision against the wall. In Figure 1b the width of the wall-layer has, for pedagogic reasons, been hugely exaggerated. In real systems the flocs hardly even have the possibility to leave the floc region before they are reflected back. In real systems there is also no direct contact between the flocs and the wall at higher speeds, and probably not between the flocs in the bulk, although it is difficult to make observations of the conditions there. The inertial impulse transfer instead occurs through pressure and shear pulses. In the module theory this effect can be introduced in the same way as for the viscous stresses, resulting in a modification of the wall streak widths. The inertial impulse transfer to the wall t w is for a given shear rate proportional to particle mass i.e. μ rd 3 , the difference in floc velocity μ V, the collision frequency μ V and the number of particle per unit area μ l/d 2 , giving t w μ rdV 2 . The flocs reflected back to the bulk region thus exerts a pressure that compresses this region. In the module theory this may be modelled as a widening of the wall streak, which in turn affect the conditions in the bulk. In real systems, inertial effects of course are also acting between the flocs in the interior of bulk, but the wall-region plays a special role. Also under non-inertial flow conditions the wall region differs qualitatively from the bulk region because its straight geometry constitutes a prepared slip-plane that does not exist in the interior, as already Sigurd Smith [9, 10] reflected over. The inertial broadening of the wall-layer decreases stress and overall results in a shift of the rheogram towards higher velocities that the author prefers to name a delay of inertial effects but other "turbulence damping." The intention with the module theory is thus to offer a theoretical framework for these in detail non-describable fibre flow systems in which the different kinds of mechanisms may be sorted.
We thus now have three effects: splitting/ fusion, shrinking/swelling and inertial effects. The author who with effort managed some of the easier of these algebraic equation systems under non-inertial conditions [78] , but without a deeper interest in mathematics, however, gets tired of just thinking of the work involved when nonlinear terms also are involved. Therefore he would rather, like a Zsigmondi, to call in an advanced theoretical or mathematical physicist who find pleasure in this type of work, and who with professional methods can attack the topology of the resulting algebraic equation systems more efficiently than the author ever will be able to. This raises the question why such a capacity should devote his time to such a prosaic subject as fibre flow.
Before trying to answer this question it should be noted that the existence of a true yield stress has been discussed in the literature [145] . The author's experience with the mesomorphic technical fibre flows has resulted in a pragmatic view. Basically these non-coherent fibre suspensions have no inner strength (i.e. yield stress) at all, but depending on conditions they may anyhow display a lot of yield stresses. Every time a floc split, a yield stress can be said to have been passed, and it the fibre content is high enough, the inner over-pressure of the network plug consisting of sintered-together fibre flocs may press sufficiently hard against the vessel walls to result in a stiction that may be registered as a yield stress with a sufficiently sensitive rheometer. The existence of such a wall stiction may easily be checked visually, e.g. with the fibre suspensions made in the mini course in pulp making above if the high fibre concentration is enough high. An internal yield stress may similarly be proved through the internal swinings that can be generated in such systems. One may therefore say that fibre suspension both have and do not have a yield stress. They are what they are, and it is difficult to see anything strange or alien (as may appear in atomic or cosmic connections) in their behaviour. The author supposes that the conditions are about the same for most materials with not too large coherence if one just focuses on scales where heterogeneity starts to be observable, provided this scale not is so small that Brownian motion before has wiped out such effects.
That fibre flow primarily is a technical problem is clear, and as such economically important. The author, however, with time has got the impression that these flows also pose questions of a more general scientific interest, and also that the technical fibre flow systems due to their special character may serve as excellent experimental probes for these, if namely the flocs are substituted as atoms/molecules and liquid by space itself (and what can be more incompressible? Stars are needed to compress it noticeably, if general relativity should be taken literally).
This leads over to the question of most the general scientific implication of fibre flow. According to the author this concerns the principles (possibly describable in thermodynamic or least action terms) that govern how nature selects to a distribute deformations between restricted and unlimited, i.e. within and between the flocs (including their transiency). This may possibly be a worthy subject for an advanced theoretician to spend some time upon.
CONCLUSION
This historic investigation of fibre low research has revealed a complex influence of parallel traditions. The main influences have come from fluid mechanics and colloid science. As a result the technical fibre flow systems has been treated as flocculation system of traditional type. This has resulted the majority of technically interesting economically important fibre flow systems have not got the theoretical attention they deserve.
Irrespective of fibre form technical fibre flow systems display a remarkably set of similar properties. This is easy to understand with a floc approach, e.g. the one presented in this work, since these self-organising rounded dissipative structures generally are more similar that the fibres they are composed of may be.
Much work therefore remains, but just a realistic view of the mechanism involved may be more useful in applied rheology than complicated mathematical theories.
APPENDIX: ON MEASURES OF THE INNER GEOMETRY OF FIBRE SUSPENSIONS
In practice it is, of course, impossible to describe the inner geometry of a fibre suspension in detail. Even if the fibres were identical, for instance straight with circular cross sections and evenly mass distributed, the inner geometry would depend on the orientation of the fibres. It is normally not possible to fully know and/or control either space distribution or the fibre orientation (except possibly regarding fibre orientation for dipolar and magnetic fibres). With natural fibres that are individual, like in paper pulps, the task of characterising the inner geometry becomes even worse. With living fibres, as in fungal fermentations, the situation becomes hopeless since the fibres may then also be branched and can change not only length but also degree of branching during fermentation.
Only for suspensions so dilute that the suspended particles do not interact (even if just fluid dynamically) the space distribution of the particle can be ignored. Stress generation in a suspension of (ideally) stiff particles in a viscous liquid basically concerns velocity gradients in the liquid phase. For non-interacting particles it is possible to transform this inner distance boundary geometry to a dependence on the volume fraction (Green's formula) of the suspended material as Einstein did [12, 17] . Space geometrical calculations reveal that in a 1 vol% suspension of spheres, evenly distributed, the sphere centres are about 4 sphere diameters apart. The volumetric measure thus gives a false impression of inner emptiness. The linearity in volume fraction in Einstein's formula, which can be formally transformed to a cubic dependence on the sphere centre distance is therefore fluid dynamically somewhat misleading.
For all non-dilute suspensions, including technical fibre suspensions it is, nevertheless, reasonable to assume that this non-describable inner geometry determines the rheology, in some more or less complicated way. A provision-al measure of this geometry is therefore desirable. This measure ought to be practical in the meaning of being easily calculated, yet not be more complicated than necessary. In addition, it ought to be mechanism-neutral, i.e. not depend on a specific mechanism that we do not know, may have wrong ideas about and/or that may vary between technical processes.
As soon as the suspended particles start to interact, space distribution must be taken into account, since the particles then start to adjust their relative positions according to the laws of thermodynamic, e.g. Onsager's principle of least dissipation of energy (or one of its alternative formulations). Figure A1 shows a very simplified shear system with two equal plane model flocs. Straightforward calculations reveal that the flocked system in Figure A1b has lower dissipation rate than the dispersed state in Figure A1a , and therefore is thermodynamically favoured. This effect cannot be found in Navier-Stokes' equation, but causes no special problems in a thermodynamic context, like inclusion of surface chemical effects that since long are known to be of great practical importance. More complicated schemes for which the same logic can be applied can be found in Björkman [5, 78] , but this simple example may suffice to demonstrate the principle difference between a fluid dynamic and thermodynamic approach. It should, however, be pointed out in connection with this example, as well as, more generally, that nothing is lost fluid dynamically through the thermodynamic approach.
Returning to the question of a practical measure of the inner geometry, the author's ambition was to find the least complicated measure [78] . Since this should be practical, the ingoing parameters should be easily measured. A natural choice then was the volume fraction of fibres c v that can be obtained through e.g. filtration or centrifugation, but also through weighing with help of c v = c w /r f if the fibre density r f is known. It must then be kept in mind that c v no longer, as in Einstein's formula, directly relates to the inner flow geometry, since this in technical fibre flows consist of crowded fibre flocs. The closest physical connection instead is with the elastic and plastic properties of the flocs, the deformational conditions when flocs split [ibid.]. Normally also some estimate of the (average) fibre length l f and width d f can be obtained relatively easily.
The sought after measure is obtained as illustrated in Figure A2 . Initially the fibre volume c v is distributed over straight fibres of equal length l f and circular cross section with diameter d f , i.e. with an aspect ratio r ∫ l f /d f . (If the cross sections are the same for all fibres but non-circular the calculations are easily modified). After this the fibres are evenly distributed in space. The meaning of this must be specified. Since the orientation of the individual fibres normally is not known, or can be fully controlled, it was judged best not to consider it at all. The fibre centres were then defined as the midpoints of the fibre axes between the ends as in Figure A2 , and these (mass-)centres distributed evenly in space. As most even distribution, the rhombohedral configuration was chosen, i.e. as the centres of closepacked spheres. The reasons for this was: i) it is the least complicated distribution in the sense that it can be described by a single measure, viz. the distance between neighbouring particles, ii) it is the most space-efficient packing, which conforms with the tendency of crowded floc flow systems (or here even "over-crowded") to fill out empty regions due to inner elastic over-pressure.
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The distance l c between the fibre centres may then be calculated with space geometry, as in Cumberland and Crawford [146] . The rheology of the fibre suspension thus depends on the interaction between the fibres in some complicated way. Therefore, the absolute value of l c is less relevant than its relation to the fibre length l f . Consequently, the fibre centre span (number) measure was defined as N cs ∫ l f /l c as in Figure A2 . This ratio represents the number of fibre centres a fibre may reach (just approximately, since fibre centres in successive shells do not fall on a straight lines). With the help of Cumberland and Crawford [ibid.] the following result was obtained (1) When this expression had been obtained the author realised [78] that the parameter grouping c v r 2 was the same as in the crowding factor n cr = 2c v r 2 /3 of Kerekes et al. [89] , and that therefore N cs and n cr basically express the same property. Combination gives the simple relation (2) From a practical point of view either measure is therefore equally good. However, according to the author N cs has a number of advantages:
i. From the literature it is known that wood fibre networks start to fall apart when the crowding factor falls below about 16. The author finds it difficult to assign a special meaning to the number 16. Corresponding fibre centre span measure is 16 1/3 ª 2.5, i.e. when according to the geometric meaning of N cs the fibres no longer can reach three fibres centres. This is more intelligible since, according to the established view, three contact points are needed for the fibres to bend over each other and interlock in a network. It should, however, be kept in mind that still some kind of boundary (solid, interfacial, etc.) is needed to keep this basically non-coherent structure together. That the fibres bend over each other does neither imply that they are locked in. As long as paper has been made (i.e. about 2000 years) it has been known that the fibres may be displaced relative each other by shaking and vibrating the pulp suspension, thereby evening out the wet paper sheet before the dewatering has gone so far that the fibres have been more definitely locked in place by each other, see Figure A3 . This is basically the same mechanism that for polymeric systems later was named reptation. Similar evening-out effects occur in most noncoherent suspensions, e.g. concrete systems that also are vibrated (Although much has changed also here with help of chemistry in self-compacting concrete system. As a curiosity, it may be mentioned that similar surfaceactive chemicals are used for this as in paper chemistry indicating similar basic mechanisms.) ii. The author further has problems to visualise the crowding factor. By definition it is the number of fibres inside a sphere of diameter equal to the fibre length. Since only one of these can be completely within this sphere, then what part of the rest of the fibres included in ncr should be counted? Furthermore, what is the meaning of non-integer values like n cr =16.3? For the distance-based N cs , such interpretation problems do not occur. iii. Another advantage of N cs , compared to n cr is that it is a linear measure related to distance between the fibres, or rather 1/N cs . There-
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fore, N cs is more closely connected with the length component of the velocity gradient and stress generation in such systems, whereas n cr has more the character of a measure suited to dilute systems, like in Einstein's formula. iv. Finally, a more formal advantage of N cs compared to n cr is that it is more mechanismneutral than n cr , which goes back to Mason's view about floc formation from fibres (and further to Staudinger's view about macromolecular interaction). With the help of N cs (or n cr ) it is easy to get an overview of whole processes such as the pulp and paper process in Figure A4 . In this process, the fibres are always interacting, and the lowest fibre concentration is approached from above, i.e. not as in the theoretical modelling tradition from below.
Returning to the theoretical floc system in Figure A1 , it is obvious that the thermodynamic force in this case comes into action when the flocs start to penetrate each other. A natural question then is what forces initially bring them in contact. The answer is that for technical fibre suspensions this question is irrelevant. If the system starts from the network state, as in many technical processes at the beginning the flocs are already in contact with each other and these effects act from the outset. If one determines the distance between the fibres the most relevant parameter for the rheology one finds that an industrial processes begin in the network state except fungal fermentations. For example, the penicillin process starts with the inoculation of a seed fermenter with fungal spores from shake flasks. The fungal fibres grow out from the spores and soon the suspension gets the same porridgelike consistency as paper pulps consisting of crowded transient flocs. (In practice propagation to successively larger fermenters takes place, but this does not change the conclusions of the following discussion.) It is the dynamics of these fibre flocs that determines the rheology and the instantaneous mass transfer rate, and it is the integrated mass transfer over the entire fermentation that determines the overall productivity, e.g. measured as the final penicillin concentration. But also in this rather special case of floc formation, this formation background is irrelevant for the productivity. Whether the flocs formed through flocculation or break-up is unimportant because of the continuous shuffling (like playing cards) of the fibres between the flocs through division and fusion of the flocs, as well as movement of the fibres within and between the flocs, as demonstrated in the mini-course in pulp-making above. This is one example of a mechanism behind one of rational mechanics' many "principles," namely the principle of fading memory.
Only pulpy types of fibre suspensions are considered in this work, but coherent fibre flocs also exist. So-called Jaquelin flocs are undesirable in paper making and in old times formation of such knots was feared in paper mills using very slender fibres like of Esparto grass since it meant stopping, emptying and cleaning the entire system. So-called pelleted flocs of Aspergillus niger found in the industrial citric acid process are desirable and in fact necessary.
It is not difficult to see the origin of this focus on floc formation in fibre flow theory. It comes from the need to define initial conditions in order to solve the differential flow equations (normally numerically). To do this, any state (past, present and future) would mathematically serve equally well. Since the present structure is not known, but is sought, one instead looks for some other state that can be easily described. Principally even the structure in the formed paper sheet would then do, but this would involve a number intermediate changes that would make it very impractical. Instead one normally selects a hypothetical past of separated fibres that easily can be described, e.g. dilute systems with separate few fibres as Mason. Then one automatically arrives at the already worked-out microhydrodynamic tradition from Stokes and on. But one may also start at a somewhat more complex, but still hypothetical state as in the CFDsimulations in the literature.
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Applied Rheology Volume 18 · Issue 3 Finally, to optimize product properties (e.g. of paper sheet) technical fibre suspensions normally a mixture of different fibres and/or filler of other types are used. The question is how far it is then meaningful to carry on modelling with the ambition of depicting what is actually going on. An alternative approach is to treat such practical problems more empirically. The author is inclined to believe that the really rational way of dealing with such problems is empirically and in close connection with the production where also natural variations in the raw material can be coped with directly. The problem is to not overwork the modelling but keep it on a reasonable level with respect to what can be measured and utilised.
